
Price List – November 2022 
 
Scarves - $45 
Hand dyed and handwoven from bamboo rayon fibres with a soft and silky feel. Available in a 
wide range of colours. Approximate size – 70” by 8” plus fringe 
 
Scarves - $45 
Hand dyed and handwoven from bamboo chenille fibres. Available in a wide range of colours. 
Approximate size – 70” by 8” plus fringe. 
 
Infinity Scarves - $49 
Handwoven from bamboo rayon fibres with a soft and silky feel Available in a wide range of 
colours. Approximate size – 60” by 10” 
 
Ponchos - $89 
Hand dyed and handwoven from bamboo rayon fibres with a soft and silky feel . Available in a 
wide range of colours. 
 
Ponchos - $89 
Hand dyed and handwoven from bamboo chenille fibres. Available in a wide range of colours 
 
Eye Glass Cases - $12 
Perfect for your sun glasses or a cell phone. Available in rayon chenille or cotton in various 
colours. Cord and exterior pocket.  Approximate size 7” by 4” 
 
Coin Purses - $8 
Coin purses – Handwoven cotton or rayon chenille in a variety colours, lined with 2 pockets 
inside 
 
Wallet - $12 
Wallets – Available various colours in rayon chenille or cotton. Holds Canadian/U.S bills plus 
zippered pocket for coins and 5 slots for cards. Approximate size when fully opened – 9” by 4.5 
 
Organizer - $29 
Looks like a clutch purse when closed. Open it up to find various pockets and plenty of room for 
cards and more. Approximate size 8”by 4.5” when closed, 14” by 8” when opened. Strap is 
attached. 
 
Travel Bag - $29 
Perfect for travel or for the walk around the block. Two inside pockets secured with Velcro, 4 
places for cards, penholder and exterior pocket. Approximate size 8” by 6” with a sturdy strap. 
Available in various colours in cotton or rayon chenille. 
 
Face masks - $2 or 6 for $10 
Masks have a single layer of handwoven bamboo material and a cotton liner and are washable 
and reusable. Masks are currently available in a variety of colours. A limited number of masks 
with two layers of handwoven bamboo material and a cotton liner are available at the same 
price.  
 
Placemat Sets - $22 

https://masksfromguatemala.wordpress.com/


Handwoven cotton placemats – set of 4 – handwoven by members of Asociacion Maya and 
their families.  
 
Cotton Scarves - $15 
Assorted cotton scarves in various colours from San Antonio Palopo  
 
Cotton Shawls - $35 
Assorted cotton scarves in various colours from San Antonio Palopo  
 
Beadwork Jewelry - $10 to $35  
Assorted necklaces and bracelets from the Casa Milagro project in Santa Cruz La Laguna  
 
Beadwork Key Chains - $5 
Assorted frogs, stars, hummingbirds and more!  
 
Coffee - $14 per pound 
Café Justicia is fairly traded, shade-grown, organic coffee produced on the volcanic slopes 
surrounding Lake  Atiltán in the Guatemalan highlands. The coffee is produced by members of 
the Campesino Committee of the Highlands (CCDA). Available in a medium or dark roast; 
beans or ground.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


